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BRANCHES

LAURELS (WRITE INSIDE!)
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Leafy designs for you to try!

Trace these first & try drawing them freehand to practice!
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more to try!
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try these out!

love

WRITE/LETTER YOUR WORD AND ADD FLOWERS + VINES
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ADD FLORALS + LEAVES ON THESE! ADD THEM IN THE DOTS!

original
creative
magic
Join in the #SurelySimple November challenge and post your lettering/art on your instagram for a chance to be featured on @surelysimplechallenge! And get your creativity on ;)

Here are the challenge prompts this month. I added a lot of positive quotes because those are so fun and relatable at the same time!

#SURELYSIMPLE

November 2017

1 hello november  
2 make it happen  
3 let your ideas bloom  
4 progress over perfection  
5 enjoy life  
6 happy thoughts  
7 love yourself  
8 be fearless  
9 rise and grind  
10 be firm, be kind  
11 serendipity  
12 hustle now  
13 messy bun getting stuff done  
14 edit your life ruthlessly, it’s your masterpiece  
15 breathe  
16 wake. pray. slay.  
17 go for it  
18 dreams  
19 expect nothing, appreciate everything  
20 clarity  
21 braveheart  
22 be the captain of your life  
23 thankful  
24 celebrate!  
25 make your own luck  
26 wild and free  
27 follow your bliss  
28 it was always you  
29 xoxo  
30 work smart

USE THE TAGS
#SURELYSIMPLELETTERING, #SURELYSIMPLEART, #SURELYSIMPLEJOURNAL, #SURELYSIMPLECOLOR, #SURELYSIMPLEDOODLES

TAG
@SURELYSIMPLEBLOG
@SURELYSIMPLECHALLENGE

HOPE YOU ENJOYED THIS FREE WORKSHEET! STAY CREATIVE :D - Aaria